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BEST PRACTICES

• Lots of attendees, so everyone 
is MUTED.

• Use the QUESTION feature to 
ask and share anytime

• SHARE your experiences and 
examples

• Keep things CONFIDENTIAL
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Agenda

 What is a “niche?” 
 Why niche?
 What makes for a good niche?
 7 niches to consider



What is a “niche”
Instead of trying to coaching 
anybody on anything, you 
select to coach certain people 
on certain things.

What is a “niche”



What is a “niche”
Instead of trying to coaching 
anybody on anything, you 
select to coach certain people 
on certain things.

What is a “niche”
The specialized service you 
offer your target market.

Target market: Who?
Niche: What?



1 Parents and high school students who are 
making the big decisions about college.  



1 Parents and high school students who are 
making the big decisions about college.  

The specialized service you 
offer your target market.

Target market: Who?
Niche: What?



Why niche?



Why niche?

• Focus your efforts
• More/better referrals
• Less competition
• Makes marketing easier
• Helps potential clients 

self-identify



2 Members of the military who are 
transitioning from active duty to civilian life.



2 Members of the military who are transitioning 
from active duty to civilian life.

• Focus your efforts
• More/better referrals
• Less competition
• Makes marketing easier
• Helps potential clients self-identify



What makes for a good niche?



What makes for a good niche?
Person: someone who wants something
Problem: the challenge/opportunity before them 
that you can help them with
Guide: your credibility for helping
Success(Failure): what will happen if they (don’t) 
work with you.



3 Couples preparing for marriage.
Couples preparing for second marriage.



3 Couples preparing for marriage.
Couples preparing for second marriage.

Person: someone who wants something
Problem: the challenge/opportunity before them 
that you can help them with
Guide: your credibility for helping
Success(Failure): what will happen if they (don’t) 
work with you.



4
Young professionals 
facing a quarter-
life crisis



4 Young professionals facing 
a quarter-life crisis

Person: someone who wants something
Problem: the challenge/opportunity before them 
that you can help them with
Guide: your credibility for helping
Success(Failure): what will happen if they (don’t) 
work with you.



5 Pastors on (preparing for) sabbatical 



5 Pastors on (preparing for) sabbatical 

Person: someone who wants something
Problem: the challenge/opportunity before them 
that you can help them with
Guide: your credibility for helping
Success(Failure): what will happen if they (don’t) 
work with you.



6Caring for parents while 
still raising your kids



6Caring for parents while still raising your kids

Person: someone who wants something
Problem: the challenge/opportunity before them 
that you can help them with
Guide: your credibility for helping
Success(Failure): what will happen if they (don’t) 
work with you.



7 Mothers avoiding Instagram insanity



7 Mothers avoiding Instagram insanity

Person: someone who wants something
Problem: the challenge/opportunity before them 
that you can help them with
Guide: your credibility for helping
Success(Failure): what will happen if they (don’t) 
work with you.



FINAL THOUGHTS

What’s one way you will improve 
your coaching niche?



NEW COHORT
Wednesdays @ 1:00PM (EDT)

Starting July 26th

DISCOUNT
Save $99 using the promo 

code “webinar”

coachapproachministries.com/cclc



Questions 
and 
Comments
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